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1. Introduction

We present  here  enhanced  quadrilateral  finite  element  with  implemented  embedded  strong
discontinuity for crack propagation analysis of quasi brittle solids. Apart embedded discontinuity,
this  model  also  contains  incompatible  modes  for  solving  bending  dominating  and  locking
phenomena problems while achieving distortion insensitivity [1].

2. Methodology

2.1. Enhanced strain

In order to obtain excellent solution accuracy for bending dominating and locking phenomena
problems, even for chosen coarse mesh, we use Hu-Washizu variational principle with enriched
strain field based on the method of incompatible modes. Enhanced strain field part are independent
from standard strain field part,  and possess higher order shape functions for increased solution
smoothnes [2].  These mentioned improved properties  are presented in  bending test  (Figure 1),
selected from paper [3], for which a comparison was made between standard (Q4) and enhanced
(Q6) quadrilateral element. The test results (Table 1) of the Q6 element show significant accuracy
compared to the ordinary Q4 element for both LC1 and LC2 load cases. LC1 is pure bending under
moment produced by couple horizontal forces and LC2 is linear bending under transverse forces. 

Figure 1. Finite element mesh for Beam bending test
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LC1 LC2
Element vA vA

Q4 45.7 50.7
Q6 96.1 98.1
Exact 100 102.6

Table.1 Displacement (point A) results comparison of elements for beam bending test: LC1
(horizontal) and LC2 (vertical)

2.1. Embedded discontinuity

In order to simulate discrete crack in mode I and mode II, embedded discontinuity formulation
is implemented into the element. Useful features of the above method are dissipation of the fracture
energy which is mesh-independent, which thus ensures mesh-independent results and the fact that
no additional nodes are used to describe discrete crack so dimension of the stiffness matrix remains
unchanged. In this presented model bulk area is described by elasticity continuum model and crack
surface with plasticity softening model. Crack formation criterion follows the state of the principal
stresses in each element  in a such way that no crack tracking algorithm is used to obtain the results
[2,4,5]. The overall work of enhanced embedded element is presented in tension test (Figure 2,3),
chosen from paper  [4],  for  which a  result  comparison was made for  three different  structured
meshes. The test results in Figure 3 show an almost perfect overlap of results for all three selected
meshes.

Figure 2. Axial displacement results for Tension test (72  FE)
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Figure 3. Results comparison R/d for Tension test

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown a model of enhanced embedded quadrilateral element that is able to
accurately simulate the fragmentation process for 2D quasi brittle solids, without using a crack
tracking algorithm while maintaining the same dimensions of the stiffness matrix as for the initial
element.
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